
Below are the templates to create three letters from the Wind Waker - Baito’s letter, 
Maggie’s Letter and Moblin’s Letter. You can print on adhesive back paper or use glue 
with regular paper.

STEP 1: Fold this paper in half along the blue dotted line so that this side of the paper 
is facing out. This will e�ectively fold the letters exactly along their halfway point.

STEP 2: Using a fresh x-acto or utility knife, cut horizontally along the bottom edge of 
each letter. Start and stop each cut just beyond the vertical edges of each one, using 
the black horizontal lines as a guide to line up the ruler. Be sure to cut through both 
layers of the page.

STEP 3: Cut along the vertical edges of each envelope, starting at the fold and to the 
bottom edge, meeting the previous cuts from step 2. Be sure to hold each letter 
securely as you create the second cut. Again, be sure you cut through both layers that 
were created by the fold. Once you complete these cuts, all three letters will be cut 
completely from this page.

STEP 4: If you printed the letters on adhesive back paper, remove the backing and 
fold them in half again along the previous crease, pressing �rmly to make sure both 
halves stick together. If you used regular paper, apply a small amount of glue to one 
side, then fold them in half along that crease. The best way to do this is to put a dab 
of the glue on the tip of your �nger and spread it onto the back of each half, making 
sure to get glue all the way to the edge of each.
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